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ON THE COVER: Connie Field and Diane DeChant of Love-A-Stray. Photo by Monica Kimmel

Many of these Love-A-Stray volunteers have donated their time
for the last 10 years. Find out why your time, treasure and talent
is needed at area rescues and humane societies.PA
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BEHAVIOR

By Anna Louise Rencz

Why Balanced Training Works

We get a ton of questions about Balanced Training on a daily basis.
Why does it work? How does it work? First, let's start by defining
what Balanced Training is. This method of dog training refers to
any behavior modification approach in which both rewards and
corrections are offered to a dog in order to shape behavior. When
a dog performs a desirable behavior she is rewarded, and when
her choices and behaviors are undesirable, an unfavorable
consequence occurs. Balanced Training paints black and white
what is acceptable and unacceptable for your dog.

Think of a child studying for a test and later receiving an “A” for
his efforts and some cash from the parents. This reinforces the
behavior, which increases the probability of it occurring again.
Similarly, think of the child who does not study and receives a
poor score and is grounded. By receiving this consequence, one
is less likely to repeat this behavior. Humans are constantly shaping
their own actions based upon rewards and consequences and
dogs are too. In nature, dogs in packs are known to both
encourage appropriate behaviors and provide corrections to one
another. This is easily visible today if you watch a mother
disciplining her puppies for what she deems undesirable. She
will often correct her rambunctious pups by barking, growling,
nipping, pinning and through the use of assertive body language.
This form of communication helps dogs know what is expected
of them. This style of learning has been studied extensively and
is referred to as Operant Conditioning.

The Take Away

Understand that every moment you spend with your dog you
are reinforcing behaviors, whether they are positive or negative.
For example, many owners try to soothe their dog's anxiety, fear
and over-excitement by accidentally rewarding it through
affection (petting, treats, etc). Clearly communicate what you
want and what you don't want. Create a routine and healthy
boundaries with your animal. The bottom line is, this training
works because dogs crave clarity and accountability. By providing
a balanced approach, we are able to help dogs become more
happy, stable and confident.

Anna Louise Rencz is the Owner of
Boss K9, and a Professional Dog Trainer
who specializes in behavior
modification and aggression
rehabilitation. Her brick and mortar is
located in the heart of Slavic Village.
She has a passion for working with all
dogs, no matter the issue, size or breed.
For more info, visit Boss K9 on
Facebook, @bossk9cle on Instagram
and at bossk9cle.com.
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Sponsored by PetPeople®

From the

From the Cage to the Couch concept contributed by

Partners With Paws of Lorain County, Inc.

hrown away like trash, Eden was found near a dumpster 
in Lorain in December of 2018. She was rescued by a good

Samaritan and taken into Remi's Pet Recovery. The 3-year-old
Pitbull mix had labored breathing, a heart murmur, anemia and
bloody skin.

For three months, Eden was nurtured back to health, including
medicated baths three times a week. A little more than a year
later, Eden's hair has grown back, and she's enjoying the good
life with her loving family. She enjoys naps, belly rubs and walks
throughout her neighborhood.
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B Y  T R A V I S  R A Y M O N D

P R O D U C T S

Travis Raymond is manager at The Grateful Dog Bakery, serving
up tasty treats and healthy food to Northeast Ohio's dogs and
cats. A raw food advocate and dog sitter, Travis fosters local rescue
dogs in need, and also dogsits. To contact Travis, email
news@gratefuldogbakery.com and follow @gratefuldogbakery
on Instragram.

Tropiclean's
Fresh Breath
Water Additive
is a simple but
effective way to
fight plaque
and tartar
buildup.  Add
one capful to16
ounces of
water, and your
pup is on his
way to fresh
breath and
clean teeth!

February is National Pet Dental Health Month, so let's
run down some dental hygiene essentials.

Senior dogs and those with special medical
conditions often have unhealthy saliva, so Zymox
developed a brushless toothpaste gel that uses
natural enzyme systems to replenish the natural
protection for a healthy mouth.

Also found in the Zymox line is their Oratene Water
Additive, which delivers a patented enzymatic
formula through the dog's drinking water.

ProDen's PlaqueOff is
a powder that can be
used like a food
topper. PlaqueOff is
made from sustainably
harvested sea kelp and
is completely free of
gluten, sugar and
artificial preservatives.

Earthbath offers a convenient
option with Tooth & Gum Wipes.
Simply wrap a wipe around your
index finger and gently work it
around the teeth and gumline. The
wipes are alcohol- and paraben-
free, safe for daily use and backed
by a satisfaction guarantee.

Petzlife has a line of brushless oral
care products in both a gel and a
spray, available in peppermint and
salmon flavors. Apply to the gumline
twice a day until plaque and tartar is
dissolved, and then 2 to 3 times
weekly as a preventative. Withhold
food and water for a half hour after
application for best results.

Ark Naturals has the popular Brushless
Toothpaste line of dental chews that are grain
free and come in four sizes. The ridged outer
surface provides abrasive scraping action to
complement the patented toothpaste along
the middle of the chew. Ingredients include
alfalfa and clove which are natural breath
fresheners.
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The countdown's on! Purchase or renew your

dog's license by January 31 or face late fees

and/or fines. Every Ohio dog three months or

older is required to be licensed. Besides

obeying the law, purchasing a dog license

supports county shelters and may help reunite

pets with their owners.

Dog license proceeds help keep county humane societies running,
and a portion may also be paid to The Ohio State University College
of Veterinary Medicine Canine Research Fund. If a dog is lost, the
collar tag identifies the owner by the assigned license number.
(Make sure you actually attach the metal tag to your dog's collar.)
County databases are shared with dog wardens and animal
protective leagues, which should help expedite a reunion.

Licensing is coordinated by counties, and each has its own registration
fee and offerings, including annual and lifetime tags. Neighborhood
retailers within each county are designated as license vendors, so
call ahead for hours and to see if it's a cash-only transaction. Counties
may also tack on an online fee. Please be aware there are fraudulent
websites purporting to sell Ohio dog licenses, but there is no such
thing as a license good for the entire state.

Some counties opted for a creative approach this year, including

Cuyahoga's fun ad campaign using breeds to play off words (“Every
Dog Needs to be Licensed We Shih-Tzu Not)”, while Lake County
has a limited edition, orange dog bone tag for football fans.

CUYAHOGA COUNTY

One-year license, $20; three-year license, $60; lifetime license,
$200. Only one-year licenses are available for purchase at
neighborhood locations. Multi-year licenses must be purchased
online, at the Cuyahoga County Animal Shelter or at the
Cuyahoga County Administrative Headquarters. You may also
print out the county's interactive license application form. Visit
cuyahogadogs.com for more info and a list of sites that sell
licenses.

LAKE COUNTY

One-year license, $20; three-year license, $60; lifetime license,
$200. (No extra charge for the orange dog bone tag, but there
is a limited quantity available.) You may also print out the
county's license application form and see a complete list of
retail locations by visiting lakecountyohio.gov.

LORAIN COUNTY

One-year license, $20; three-year license, $66; lifetime license,
$200. Lorain County also offers a special tag for $25, which
includes a $5 donation to the Lorain County Dog Kennel's
medical fund. Visit loraincounty.com/auditor for complete
details and a list of sites that sell licenses.

By Karen Uthe-Semancik
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By Karen Uthe-Semancik

Hitting the gym and cutting

the carbs may be resolutions

on your list, but don't forget

about giving back time,

treasure and talent, also.



F E A T U R E
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      helters, rescues and humane societies always need cash
donations (treasure), but giving your time and talent are just
as important. Many animal-related nonprofits have few to no
paid staffers and rely on volunteers for transport, photography,
dog walking, website work, fundraising, kennel cleaning,
laundry, socializing, stuffing envelopes and more to help save
four-legged lives.

“Not counting foster care, our volunteers contribute time
equivalent of more than two full-time staff members,” said
Connie Field, director of the dog division for Avon Lake-based
Love-A-Stray, an all-volunteer rescue organization founded
in 2004. “We estimate that our volunteers contribute between
50 to 100 hours per week in total on Love A Stray.”

Field said Love-A-Stray has about 25 regular volunteers, many
of whom have been with the rescue for more than 10 years,
which helps this all-breed group rehome up to 150 dogs
annually. More volunteers equals more lives saved.

Mindy Naticchioni, animal shelter administrator of Cuyahoga
County Animal Shelter in Valley View, agrees. Her facility's staff

of 16 cares for as many as 110 dogs at a time, which wouldn't
be possible without the shelter's 220 volunteers, which average
2,000 hours a week.

“Volunteers are where we turn to help fill in the gaps,”
Naticchioni said. “While we're working on our daily assignments

and running of the facility, volunteers
make our shelter feel less like a shelter
and more like a home.”

Both organizations offer training and
orientations for folks interested in
volunteering, and even kiddos can get
involved. Students ages 16 and older are
welcome with parental permission and
proper training, and Cuyahoga County
Animal Shelter offers a Junior Volunteer
program for kids ages 9 to 15. “We also
offer solutions for middle- and high-
school-aged kids looking to fulfill
community service hours for school,”
Naticchioni said.

What type of volunteer needs do these
two organizations have right now? Love-
A-Stray is looking for foster homes, a
website manager, event volunteers, and
adoption and home-visit coordinators,
while Cuyahoga County Animal Shelter
could use dog walkers, kennel assistants
and fundraising assistants.  (Hint: if you're
looking to add a dog to the family,

S

Photo: Monica Kimmell

Connie Field, left,  and Diane DeChant of Love-A-Stray working on their next fundraiser
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Love-A-Stray Dog Division
P.O. Box 125
Avon Lake, OH 44012
info@loveastraydog.com
loveastraydog.com

F E A T U R E

fostering is a great way to “try out” a candidate. Foster until you find the
perfect fit, and then join the “foster failure” family.)

So what makes a good volunteer, and what do these good Samaritans get
out of giving their time and talent? Naticchioni said there aren't bad volunteers,
and when people give time from their own lives to help out, that's a win. Her
team has monthly get-togethers and small incentives for its volunteers. Field
said folks who are reliable, work well with others and truly care for dogs make
good volunteers.

“I hear over and over again from our volunteers that once they experience
seeing a homeless dog at time of intake, who then has a new fantastic forever
home and interacting with the new family, it makes all of the hard work
worthwhile,” Field said.

Volunteering has many rewards besides helping awesome dogs find forever
homes. You can test out a new career and meet new people. Say you're in
finance but have always wanted to throw events for a living. Working on a
volunteer fundraising team will provide real-life experience to fill in resume
gaps, while you meet like-minded folks who may become lifelong friends.

Here's to a kinder and gentler 2020 -- resolve to volunteer. Happy New Year!

Cuyahoga County Animal Shelter
9500 Sweet Valley Dr.
Valley View, OH 44125
216.525.4813
cuyahogadogs.com

Volunteers from Cuyahoga County Animal Shelter
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Why are dogs' noses wet?
To help absorb scent chemicals! Their noses secrete a special mucus
that helps absorb these chemicals, and when they lick their noses to
sample them, it helps them understand what the smell is.

Newfoundlands are amazing lifeguards
These doggy lifeguards have water-resistant coats
and webbed feet. They were originally bred as
fishermens' helpers and to rescue people from
drowning. Some owners report their own Newfies
try to “rescue” them when they’re swimming.

The Beatles song ‘A Day in the Life’ has a
frequency only dogs can hear
In a 2013 interview, Sir Paul McCartney said he added a frequency only
dogs can hear to the end of this song, so watch your dog when you
play it. 

Three dogs survived the Titanic sinking
The dogs were in first-class and included a Pomeranian puppy. Supposedly
her owner wrapped the dog in a blanket to escape with, and everyone
thought she was carrying a baby. Another Pomeranian and a Pekingese
were also rescued.

A Bloodhound’s sense of smell can be used as
evidence in court
A Bloodhound’s sense of smell is so spot on it can
be admitted as evidence in a court of law. Bloodhounds
can also follow tracks that are more than 300 hours
old and can stay on a trail for more than 130 miles!

The tallest dog in the world
The tallest dog in the world was a Great Dane named

Zeus. He measured 44 inches tall on October 4, 2011, and is the current
Guinness World Record holder.

Basenji dogs don’t bark, they yodel
If you thought all dogs barked, think again. The
Basenji dog doesn’t bark, and instead yodels,
whines or screams.

Source: Purina.co.uk
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BY AMANDA ROUSH, BELLA & MIA

from Dog Life in CLE

AROUND TOWN

t has been so much fun 
building up Dog Life in CLE 
over the years! I enjoy all 
aspects of being an 
entrepreneur and wanted

to try a new niche. With the lack of
designated pop-up locations in
Cleveland, I started Pop in CLE,
located at 18119 Detroit Avenue in
Lakewood. Small businesses can pop
in to sell their products and services,
or host networking or workshop
events. The location is dog friendly,
and I hosted several dog events over
the holidays, including pop-up shops
of local dog businesses, holiday dog
photo events and Doga (yoga with
your dog)!

If being more active with your dog is
one of your New Year’s resolutions,
Doga is for you. Doga Love is holding
classes at Pop in CLE throughout the
winter months, so keep an eye out
for upcoming classes on Facebook!
Your dog won't be put into yoga
poses, but the class does get her out
of the house and interacting with
other dogs, which is both physically
and mentally stimulating. See you
soon!

Find out more by visiting
doglifeincle.com.
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ost dog owners have been confidently vaccinating
their pets for common diseases like rabies for 
many years, but with the human anti-vaccination 
movement gaining more and more attention, some

dog owners have turned a skeptical eye toward dog
vaccinations. In recent years, there has been more
concern around what vaccinations dogs really need
and how often, with some dog owners wondering
if they need to vaccinate their dogs at all.

Veterinarians recommend a specific
vaccination schedule for dogs made up of
core and non-core vaccinations to keep them
healthy and free of illnesses. Core vaccines
are recommended for dogs of all ages and
include rabies, distemper and adenovirus
(hepatitis), parvovirus and parainfluenza. In the
state of Ohio, the rabies vaccine is required by law
every three years since the disease can be spread to
humans. Rabies and distemper are also very serious diseases
that can be fatal to dogs.

In recent years, “titer tests” have become a more common request
from pet owners concerned about over-vaccination. A titer test

assesses the amount of the vaccine that is still in the dog to
determine whether he needs another vaccination. Dr. Susan
Paulic, a veterinarian with Austinburg Veterinary Clinic, said titer
testing can be beneficial as a guideline to determine whether a

dog is considered protected from certain viruses, but the test
is not always 100 percent accurate and can't be used

to delay a rabies vaccination since the vaccine is
required by law.

Dr. Jason Lamb of Avon Lake Animal Clinic said
his practice will do titer tests for core
vaccinations if an owner requests it, but he
feels the best application for the test is for a
chronically ill dog where you have to weigh

the risks of potential side effects with the dog's
current disease. He also said titer research has

determined that the three-year interval is the
most appropriate for core vaccinations.

It's important to discuss with your vet what vaccinations
your pet needs. There are many other non-core vaccines, such
as leptospirosis, bordatella and canine influenza, that you can
opt out of depending on your geographic location and your
dog's lifestyle. “Exposure and risk are what determine non-core

Dispelling Myths around

  Dog Vaccinations
By Ann McDonald
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Ann McDonald is a writer, dog foster and dog mom to two rescue
dogs. You can find her writing about her dogs, dog-friendly activities
and dog rescue at dogsinthecle.com.

vaccines. For instance, if a pet goes to a grooming salon
or boarding facility or frequents social encounters like dog
parks or puppy preschool, bordatella and canine influenza
should be considered,” Dr. Lamb said.

Lyme disease is another vaccine owners can choose to
give their dog based on where they live. Dr. Lamb
recommends it for Ohio dog owners since the disease is
prevalent in the Midwest.

Most of the concerns around vaccinations come from
possible side effects (and whether dogs can get autism --
spoiler, they can't). Although side effects are always
possible, the risk of your dog getting an easily preventable,
fatal disease because he wasn't vaccinated should be a
stronger consideration. “Vaccines are important in
preventing life-threatening diseases in our companion
animals,” Dr. Paulic said. “Some of these diseases can be
fatal, and some can be spread to people. My role as a
veterinarian is to keep pets and people healthy. Vaccination
for preventable diseases is one way that I am able to
do that.”

Dr. Lamb agrees, saying that vaccinations are instrumental
in preparing the dog's immune system to fight off infectious
diseases. “This allows for longer life expectancies, less
disease and suffering, fewer medical expenses and an
overall healthier life for your pet.”

Source: PetMD.com

Is your pooch’s name among the country’s most popular?

1. Bella
2. Max
3. Luna
4. Coco
5. Charlie

6. Daisy
7. Lucy
8. Bailey
9. Buddy
10. Rocky

Most Popular
Dog Names
of 2019

Source: Banfield Pet Hospital

6. Cooper
7. Max
8. Daisy
9. Bear
10. Oliver

1. Luna
2. Bella
3. Charlie
4. Bailey
5. Lucy
Source: Trupanion

Most Popular
PUPPY Names
of 2019

Cold weather tips to keep
your dogs safe this winter

1. Know your dog’s limits
If it's too cold for you, it's too cold for your dog.�Short-
coated, thin, elderly and young dogs get cold more
quickly. Consider a sweater or coat to keep them warm.

2. Wipe their paws
During winter walks, your dog’s paws can pick up toxic
chemicals – salt, antifreeze or de-icers. Wipe his paws,
purchase pet-friendly products and consider dog boots.

3. Keep them leashed
More pets become lost in the winter than any other
season. Snowfall can disguise recognizable scents that
would normally help them find their way home. Make
sure collars have updated contact info.

4. Be seen 
Due to Daylight Savings, many of us are walking our
dogs in the dark. Keep yourself and your dog safe by
wearing reflective gear and keeping your dog close when
walking on the street.
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Resolve to be a
Better Dog Owner

By Susan Spisak

made some simple changes and I’m
seeing encouraging results. So if you
need a reboot, know there are quick

ways to address small things for positive
changes.

Virginia Francis, Certified Professional
Trainer and owner of Club K9 Wickliffe
assured me that dogs never forget their
training, love ongoing guidance and
want their owners to take charge. “If you
don't, they'll think, 'Well I guess I'll step
up 'cause you're too weak.'”

Training Reboot

Have your pet sit till you say your
“mangia!” command before meals. It's a
daily reinforcement and teaches

patience. Don't repeat the command --
help him. “For a sit, pull up on his
collar…and back by his tail, I call his
'button,' I press on the button and his
butt should go down and his head should
go up,” Francis said. “Use the button.”

Does your fur kiddo greet and jump on
guests? My jovial Retrievers were
obnoxious when guests came calling.
Now I leash them up with a foot or two
of the lead relaxed, step on the end of it
and command them to sit. They look like
model citizens and can enjoy a nice pat
from friends and family.

If you have a not-so-great leash walker,
use a 5-foot, loose leash with a “smile” in
it; no flexis. Keep him close and on your
left side so he adheres to your pace (this
is a competitive “heel”). For the puller, a
martingale collar or gentle leader will
provide control. (The former will tighten
slightly when he pulls providing a
reminder, whoa doggie! The latter gently
moves his head and body back toward
you.) Start with a short walk until he
understands he needs to focus -- and
that you mean business.

For the constant sniffer, say “leave it” so
you're not stopping at every tree. Then
use a consistent phrase such as “take a
break” that'll release him from the heel
and allow him to sniff a bit. “Remember,
you’re leading this field trip, not him,”
Francis said with a laugh.

Get Your Groom On

To keep your BFF buffed, fluffed and
looking his most handsome self, brush

several times a week to avoid mats, said
Trina Urban, owner of A Brush Above Pet
Grooming in Westlake. Rubber brushes
are great for short-haired breeds like
Beagles, “It's gentle and it feels good,"
said Urban. Pin brushes are terrific for
non-shedders like Malteses and slicker
brushes are best for double-coated dogs
like Huskies.

For dry, itchy skin, consider adding one
omega-3 fish oil pill to your pal's daily
diet. (I use 1000 mg. softgels with EPA
and DHA omega-3 fatty acids for my 70-
pound canines.) Our groomer
recommended it when Ted's coat was
coarse and lackluster -- now it's soft and
shiny. Vitamin E oil is also good for hot
spots, warts and calluses -- cut open one
of these softgel pills and rub on the
affected area.

Wet fur from snow romps or summer
swims necessitates a thorough dry-off,
even on short-haired breeds, and don't
neglect ears and feet. Wet fur equals
matting; wet ears lead to infection.
Speaking of ears, Urban uses baby wipes
or slightly dampened cotton balls to
gently wipe around ears and canals to

I’m a pretty good dog mom, but I recently resolved to go that extra mile
for my pooches' well-being. Sure, Bo and Teddy are vetted annually and
are current on monthly preventatives, but I’d been slacking on basic
manners and grooming.
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keep wax and dirt away.

Nails should be trimmed every 4 to 6
weeks so they don't grow into the pads.
Don't forget feet trims so he doesn't end

up with “slipper paws," which collect snow
and dirt. To acclimate a fearful dog to paw
touching, massage them when you're
“couch potato-ing” together, then reward
with a few treats. This will help not only
your dog, but your groomer, too.

Don't Forget the Teeth

For necessary oral hygiene, Tracy
Thompson, practice manager at Animal
Clinic Northview in North Ridgeville, said
they recommend brushing teeth and
checking gums weekly. Their practice uses
the over-the-counter Virbac C.E.T.
Enzymatic Dog & Cat Toothpaste in a
variety of flavors. (I use this brand and
mine love the vanilla-mint and actually
line up for "teeth time.”) If your dog is
toothbrush shy, use soft bristle finger
brushes, squeeze the paste on and run
across the teeth and gums.

Blending in a tarter-control water additive
to the water bowl may be a good option,
as well. Because Ted is dentally challenged
-- he was born with little enamel on his
teeth -- I use the additive, a foam breath
freshener and give both dogs a daily
green dental stick. They are treated to
durable bones and antlers in the evening
for their oral health and chewing pleasure.

Routine oral hygiene prevents harmful
tarter and plaque build-up on teeth, but
periodic dentals may still be needed.
Animal Clinic Northview vets recommend
professional dental cleanings on a case-
by-case basis. But Thompson added,
“Once [your dog] has had the first dental,
it is usually once a year from there.”

The thing that I've learned about
resolutions is that you must follow
through. So that I'm reminded to care for
the boys faithfully, I keep their grooming,
oral hygiene stuff and treat tins on the
“dog counter” in the laundry room.  A
calendar hangs above to note their
appointments and preventative days. And
last but not least, their leashes hang
nearby as a reminder to exercise them
daily and enjoy by leading my pack.

My dog counter
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ELITE K-911

BARK CLUB

Our mature, professional and trained staffs can help you from puppyhood
to adulthood, with training classes, daycare and boarding.

Ask about our pack walks!
Wednesdays 7-8 p.m. • Saturdays 9-10 a.m.

at Elite K-911 & The Bark Club

Ask about our FREE
half day trial!


